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Our Vision

● Our Vision is to help you discover “how to live your best life” in a
confusing and complex World.  To find meaning, purpose, and the
spirit to live by your values and not by those imposed on you by
faceless men and governments.

● We believe that with the right information, knowledge and direction,
you can work through this maze with us to find the peace and the
financial freedom you desire.

● Through our de-conditioning empowering practices and with the
guidance we provide, you can make the right decisions and join us to
help build together the World we want to live in and for future
generations to enjoy.

● We must decide to face the challenges now, before the opportunity is
taken away from us by others and it’s just too late.  History gives us
too many examples of how the few have been able to influence the
many.  Hitler controlled the narrative of an entire nation and was able
to change ordinary everyday workers into killers in a very short period
of time. Those who resisted knew their fate and often fell into line
through fear.

Return the Power to the People!

We are being inundated with more information than ever before. While at
the same time we are being deprived of the truth and kept in the dark more
than ever.

With the rise of the internet, come problems that we never could have
imagined. The ability to manipulate, to delete, and control all our
information using social and financial influence.

We spend hours each day just trying to separate the wood from the trees. It
is an impossible task. The owners of the various platforms don’t help the
situation, as they censor, redact or delete so much.

These problems are not local, they are being experienced globally. Trying to
stay on top of exactly what is happening, on the ground around the World is
time consuming and often futile. We o�er a Global approach, building our
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networks continually. Bringing you news from around the World, backed by
research and true fact checking. The real sort, not CNN.

“In a nutshell the Elites believe we need to reset our future by significant
depopulation. They are actively doing this through the control of Governments.

By proxy they control

➔ Global Finances
➔ Police and Military
➔ Education
➔ Energy sources and distribution
➔ World’s Food sources
➔ Health services and distribution

In plain terms, the following have occurred or are being implemented
around the globe:

● Reduction of the Food Bowl – so we will compete for food
● Meat supplies in production and farming are being shut down

by disease or arson.
● Availability of clean water is declining
● Move away from currency and cash money so the Government

has tighter control (CBDCs incoming!)
● Government legislation changes so Government can take

money from personal accounts (bail-ins) to sure up banks and
the Government spending

● Take control of people’s homes, as in a Socialist Government
● Control all branches of Law and Order, including the High

Courts and Judges, the Military O�cers, all Political players
from National to local.

● Private police employed by countries with no accountability but
applying strongarm tactics

● Defund traditional Police forces
● Decriminalise society, allow o�enders less jail time
● Promote borderless countries, so people lose their sense of

National Pride
● Allow rules generally to be fluid, depending on the daily view, to

destabilise society
● Continue to set the education agenda to engage with our

children’s naivety on issues and their well being
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● Destroying the family unit
● Continue to make sure parents’ rights are limited in the school

environment
● Reduction of an energy supply of base load power, instead to

supply “clean” energy in the name of climate change which will
not meet current or future demands.

● Shut down power supplies and distribution networks, which
impact all aspects of our various economies.

● Continue to fund Covid type research (gain-of-function) for
further de-population implementation

● Use powerful new drugs to kill people globally in the name of
vaccines

● Distribute drugs to deliver infertility to countries who have
large populations

● Stop the use of drugs which have proven results
● Maximise profits of the drugs needed by millions to combat

disease with private business and Governments acting in
unison.

● Target Medical professionals, including Doctors, Nurses and
Pharmacists who do not comply with Government Guidelines
on treatment and medication plans

● Defund Hospitals who do not comply and fund those who do so
they will continue to support Government rules.

● Use warmongering to imbed fear globally, by being aggressive
and funding foreign countries with their war e�ort e.g.,
Ukraine.  Continue to prop up the USA Military industrial
machine by getting involved (an arms dealer said that most USA
arms manufacturers had closed)

● Close borders and close State borders to Prevent Capital moving
outside borders.

● Government control of day-to-day issues - as to make society
more compliant, getting used to having no individual rights
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Power to the People!

Unfortunately for some, but fortunately for us (members and subscribers),
we realise that with great power comes great responsibility (the ability to act
adequately to what is, not what was or what should be) and our voluntary
acceptance of accountability for our actions and their results always be in
sync with our principles.

In this project, we share with you that we have learned so from our financial
experiences and work in the profession, as well as from an employee's
perspective, an entrepreneur, and as a free human being. We hope to be an
inspiration and contributor to your own path of meaning and truth, and that
some of our insights serve you well.

To freedom and prosperity!

What do our subscribers get?

‘The right information at the right time can be the di�erence between success & failure’

You can find out more about our subscription services HERE
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1. Portfolio Allocations by Kurt Corthout

We are short term bullish on

● Energy and Agriculture
● Brent Crude Oil, WTI Crude Oil, Natural Gas, Coal
● The Grains (Corn, Wheat)
● The Tankers (product tankers)
● And more recently (over the last two weeks), Precious Metals

Fertiliser companies (a�ected by Energy and demand for food which is not
dropping as fast as the Supply is being destructed)

Take  a look at how your stock portfolio could be performing (depending on
which stocks you bought at which price and the % you allocated to each
position).

This is my personal stock performance (using our stock-portfolio as
inspiration).
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Currently beating the S&P 500 by 25%.
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2. Our World Today by Kurt Corthout

“Every human has four endowments - self awareness, conscience, independent will and
creative imagination. These give us the ultimate human freedom... The power to choose, to

respond, to change.”

STEPHEN COVEY

Most, if not all points of ‘The Great Reset’ are still being executed.

While the ‘elite’ are flying in their private jets to COP27 we are being told to
consume less energy by dancing and by other ‘ideas’ for us peasants to
consider.

And of course, embrace the influx of ‘climate change migrants’, yes that
seems to be the new thing…

Here is  a good example of how they are ‘gradually’ changing the narrative
from Covid and Puuuutin to Climate Change (as a reason for you to stay
locked down again in your own house, ‘eating ze bugs’).So, the climate crisis
is also a health crisis, allowing for new infectious
diseases… OK, if you say so! ;-) (Agenda 2030,
pre-emptive programming at work?)🤔

The second biggest donor of funding to the
Democratic party in the US Midterm Elections, has
just filed for bankruptcy and left thousands of us
peasants broke and empty handed. Don’t expect
him to be held accountable though. We are talking
about the FTX Bankruptcy here.

FTX used to be the second biggest crypto exchange
after Binance. So now fear is rampant, and people
are worried about the liquidity of other stable
coins, like USDT…
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Some make some good points for the possibility that this has been set-up by
the powers that be, in order to bring in regulations and that again the
Government is responsible to have run this major scam ,while in China the
lockdowns still go on in the name of ‘zero-Covid’.

Note, FTX was also used to fund the war in Ukraine… Here a video which
explains in under 90 seconds the FTX story.

Oh, and yes, FTX got a higher ESG score on “Leadership and Governance”
than Exxon Mobil.

All this while Sam Bankman-Fried, fried Canada’s third-largest pension
funds which invested in FTX at a 32 billion USD valuation!

And of course, the MSM had been widely promoting this scammer the whole
time!
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On the commodity front, we allegedly are now a few (about 21) weeks away
from a global Diesel supply shortage. Diesel is needed for food production
and transportation, amongst other necessities.

That is why we bought some long duration (January 2024) call options on
BNO (United States Brent Oil Fund) last Thursday (as posted in the VIP Stock
Alerts room). Which can be bought now at even cheaper prices since Oil has
remained under pressure over the past few weeks.

We have also taken advantage of the uptick in the Nasdaq to buy some
longer term (March 2023) Put Options, to keep our portfolio protected
against a possible correction. We agree with Michael Pento that a 30-60%
drop in the main indexes is to be expected, as soon as the US debt market
breaks (spiking US 10 Year Yield and Repo purchases) and as long as the FED
does not really pivot back to a dovish stance.

Furthermore, when the FED pivots, we have most often seen a DROP in the
markets at first, not what most people are expecting (a rise, a take-o�…).

In the meantime, many people will have seen their worst performance in
over 50 years following a so-called ‘defensive portfolio’ allocation 50/50 to
stocks / bonds. The theory has it that if stocks go down, bonds should go up,
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but this does not hold much truth as one can see from below chart (because
interest rates are now rising, not falling, putting bond prices under pressure).

On the contrary, the returns are largely symmetrical, suggesting a positive
correlation between the two asset classes over the longer term. Equities are
still yielding high returns, the annualised real return on bonds though, is in
negative territory for the first time in almost 40 years!

So, what to invest in? As we repeated here often, we are calling for a (hyper)
stagflationary environment and tend to agree with market strategists at the
Bank Of America who coined the term FAANG 2.0 meaning:

● Fuels
● Aerospace
● Agriculture
● Nuclear and Renewables
● Gold and Metals/Minerals

With regards to the latter, we like the following chart, showing us that the
miners are on the move, but are still in the early innings.
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Something worth your time probably is also the following article from
James Corbett, exploring the rise of the most important company in the
world, how it got there etc… (They own (almost) everything…).

Before diving deeper into the macro picture and the technical picture, let’s
reflect a bit more on what is really going on.

THE GREAT AWAKENING

The Great Awakening vs The Great Reset.

Every event has its positive counterpart. Although it may be hard to find any
good in what is unfolding through Agenda 2030 (also called 'The Great
Reset') at first sight we do see a lot of good as an unintended consequence of
the people behind Agenda 2030.

As a starter, we see who is really ruling us and what their nefarious plans are
for Humanity as a species. We also see which means they use.
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At the basis of their means, their means for total control, is 'FEAR' (False
Evidence Appearing Real). By repeating those FEAR items non-stop, they
program and/or keep the human mind in a state of perpetual fear. While
most people are stuck to what they see in the mainstream, they see and hear
everywhere the same narrative, and will start to accept it as the truth.

Why? Because when we are in fear, we lose our capacity to reason clearly,
logically, and calmly, we contract and are prone to 'their solutions’, namely
'give up all your rights, property and do, speak and eat as we say (not as we
do ;-))'…
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Out of fear come the other less desirable states of mind like anger, jealousy,
division and ultimately our 'justification' for violence to an illusionary
enemy.

The illusionary enemy is also defined for us, don’t think about it, ‘the left’
uses identity politics to say it is 'the right' and vice versa.

The goal is to instate 'The New Normal' with a 'New World Order', a
technocratic, trans-human system of total world control. If you want to
know more about the transhumanist agenda, you could start with this
Interview, where James Corbett, in 2013 explains the transhumanist
nightmare.

Before it might be installed, the first thing they want (and need) is fear,
division, anger, and violence to achieve their de-population targets. Like
Bill Gates stating during this Ted Talk in 2010 that with vaccines they could
reduce the world population by 10 to 15%.  They are working very hard on
this agenda, and until now with tremendous success (100s of millions of
people have been sent from the middle class, the backbone of society, into
poverty) due to the measures by governments and big corporations, big
pharma, and the biometric military complex during the planned pandemic
over the last 2 years.  In addition, the experimental gene therapy jabs are
causing a lot of excess deaths, having negative e�cacy, and we haven’t
gone through the cold(er) seasons yet. Brace yourselves…

Now, let that not put you down, since we know that, the 4 stages of US

societal collapse, as our KGB prophet (Yuri Bezmenov (1985)0 says, are

1. Demoralization: in which people are (re)educated according to your
own ideology

2. Destabilisation: in which essentials like economy, foreign relations,
and defence pacts/systems are disrupted

3. Crisis: a confluence of events on the back of the previous two steps
creates existential crisis for the status quo.

4. Normalisation: during the crisis a “force for good” will appear that
promises some return to normalcy. We often welcome despotic
solutions to immediate problems.
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Seems to me like we are now in step 3. And are being preemptively
programmed for step 4 (think CBDCs, UBI, The IoB (Internet of Bodies)).

So alright Kurt, what then is there that I can do about this?

I am glad you asked. The answer is YES, you CAN do something about it, but
do you want it bad enough? Achieve and work daily on the opposite of the
above mentioned 4 states.

The easiest thing to do, is to check what you believe and why you believe it. Do
your own research and thinking, and spread the truths you find if they are
counter to the mainstream narrative.

The second thing is to realise and understand where your emotional state
comes from. What are the triggers? What is triggering it? How are you
reacting? (Meditation, Silence, and Observation may help)

The third thing is to get into the best health possible and to prepare for the
worst while living in the now, enjoying the moment.

This is NOT to indulge in escapism and hedonism because the end is nigh. If
one chooses pleasure as an escape, one is still in the clutches of fear. The
opposite of fear is not pleasure; it is not desire. Fear and desire are two sides
of the same coin.  Both the avoidance of potential pain and the desire for
pleasure are the tools used by the powers that be. What they don’t have is
LOVE, Compassion, Empathy, joy, passion and beauty…

What is LOVE? The best way to go about this concept is to define what it is
not…

The solution lies not in a counteraction on the same playing field as 'THEY',
which is facing violence with more violence, for a ‘greater good’ and/or ‘the
other party’.

One can be passively aggressive by not complying or acquiescing, but rather
by standing and speaking up, by dragging your feet, each one of us
'awakening' human beings, men and women, with their own voice and
within their own means. Also, by ‘asking questions’ when people want you
to comply with some vague concepts, like ‘sustainability’, ‘equality’,
‘green’, ‘saving the planet’… Not one individual can solve the situation we
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are in, for all. We all need to take our own responsibility and hold ourselves
accountable for our actions, thoughts, and feelings. Doing the real opposite
indeed of what the current powers that be or doing…

They want us to live in fear, to comply, to give up, to resent and hate our
fellow men and women based on whatever classification they want us to
identify with (gender, skin colour, our financial position, our opinion etc…).

So, doing the opposite, looking for harmony not conflicts, for empathy not
hatred, looking for joy, not pleasure, for co-creation not destruction, for
self-reliance not dependence, for sovereign empowerment not
enslavement, for responsibility and accountability not victimisation,
looking inside not outside for the solutions that we need now more than
ever.

They are imagining and literally writing their narrative of how humanity is
to evolve according to them, stripped of their spirit and linked to a big AI
network with a chip in our brains to follow orders or else…  Let’s do the
same, imagine vividly us living in harmony with each other and with nature,
always looking to solve and create together, voting for priorities of policies
and programs, not for rulers. Being everyday a better version of yourself of
yesterday. Then, schedule each day accordingly and work your own
schedule.

Let the Universe / God / The All etc take care of the HOW… Synchronicity will
come into your life and things will start to flow… With the right state of
mind, the right people and things are attracted / sent to you.

That is ‘the good’, we now know what they use.

And we can see what we need to do.

To break free, we do need to start from within, facing our own particular
fears (like fear of poverty, fear of rejection, fear of death…), and preferably,
fear in general.

Vale!
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3. The Macro Picture by Kurt Corthout

Inflation….

No change, except from a temporary and
transitory correction in Oil/Energy
prices.

Source: Shadowstats

Things have not changed but in my
opinion will probably get a lot worse
before getting any better. The reason is
mainly supply chain disruptions,
currency printing (devaluation of the
purchasing power of the currency in
question) and demand destruction (wars,
killing people, making people sick..)

The IMF is now insisting that central banks do NOT raise their interest rates
any further. Instead, they ask that, in order to combat inflation, one must
(italic is my interpretation):

1. Raise taxes (destroying further demand and purchasing power of
us plebs)

2. Go after the speculators (those who think for themselves and
position themselves correctly to profit from the misallocations of
funds by governments worldwide, also known as ‘critical thinkers’
and being portrayed by MSM as ‘conspiracy theorists’)

3. Introduce Price Controls (hence ensuring that in the medium
term, less supply will be o�ered, and further price increases will be
created due to shortages, if anything will be available. It will also
create a black market with sky high prices for hard-to-get goods
(probably things like meat, chicken, fish, vegetables …)
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This is all very well explained in George Gammon’s white board video
United Nations’ Psychotic New Plan Exposed.

Inflation rates keep being elevated and while there may be a bit of noise by
month-on-month reduction, the trend is up, and will stay up with the
underlying elements at play (supply chain disruptions, money printing to
fund even higher deficit spending on bogus ‘Green New Deals’ and bringing
peace by raising more costly wars (think Ukraine – Russia, potentially China
– Taiwan) … Yes, to bring peace, taxpayers are now on the hook for 60
billion USD not in peace negotiations, but for the funding of more weapons
being sold to Ukraine.

Rest assured, very well spent on urgent peace talks more war … Ukraine
spends 5 million USD to shoot a 25 thousand USD drone.

In addition, none of that money has gone to the innocent su�ering civilians
in the war-torn territory.

Inflation IS rampant though in some smaller countries like Turkey, and
Moldova.

Here some numbers from Moldova (source = a reader from Insider Weekly,
from Chris Macintosh).

O�cial inflation numbers for October in Moldova: year-on-year inflation of
34.62%. Monthly inflation of 2.62%. Year-on-year increases by category:

Food prices increased by 36.23%. Most of all, fruits went up in price - by 68.32%,
vegetables - 63.98%, eggs - 63.88% and sugar - 55.91%. Services have risen in
price by 52.65%. In particular, utilities increased by 125.86%, transport services
by 65.77%, and catering by 27.1%. Non-food products rose in price by 21.78%.
Medicines went up the least — by 10.2%, and fuel — by 42.08%.
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Unemployment

No significant change from a month ago. Nov 2022 ShadowStats Alternate
Unemployment eased to 24.4% from 24.5% on top of U.6 declining to 6.7%
from 6.8%.

My take: It will get much worse, in what was previously known as ‘The Free
West’ (and New Zealand and Australia). It is not only Twitter which has
started with mass lay-o�s about half its workforce = 3500 people), also
Amazon (laying o� 10000 people) and Facebook (laying o� 11000 people)
have announced similar measures. And we are to believe all is good and we
are NOT in a recession? Think again… I think we are at the verge of the
biggest depression ever…

Fear

We have now moved from Extreme Fear to Greed in a matter of a few weeks!
Mainly driven by a changing narrative (all is well, inflation is lower than
expected, FED may become less hawkish (maybe last hike in December, 50
bp instead of 75?…). Basically, the selling of ‘Hopium’ by the TPTB (the
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powers that be). Something which often happens a tad before and after the
Midterm elections.

Midterm Elections in the US are behind us, and we already see signs of hell
breaking loose but the markets haven’t fully grasped this yet.

FTX disaster, mask mandates still being pushed in several places, the
narrative is also changing to ‘we may need more lockdowns, if not for the
virus, then for the climate…’, and the worst of all is the audacity to ask for
‘Virus Amnesty’. Here a great video of comedian Brent Penna about what
Virus Amnesty actually would mean.

I hold my heart to see what they have up their sleeves now that autumn has
kicked in and the first colder days are taking hold over big parts of the
Northern Hemisphere.

We knew all along that masks do not work, and the adverse e�ects (of the
jabs) are worse than the virus which we can see from many independent
health professionals work, including from this article Why is The UK
Su�ering an Unaddressed 9/11-Like Excess Death Rate Every Two Weeks?

Source: CNN
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The Alternative Fear and Greed Index is back in the Fear zone, after dipping
shortly into Extreme Fear. Probably all because of the FTX bankruptcy /
scam.

Source: Alternative

The Gregory Mannarino’s Market Risk Indicator is still in the high-risk
zone but has given back, which may mean we could see a further pump of
the markets before the fundamentals will take over in Q1?
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The 10-year US Treasury yield has dropped further because markets are
expecting a less hawkish stand of the FED going forward and waiting for an
outright FED Pivot (changing from raising rates to lowering).

The drop in the US treasury 10-year yield has put the USD under pressure
and the EUR recovered a bit (which I think will be temporary, transitory if
you want).
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The Bu�et Indicator is still showing trouble ahead. Although the
overvaluation has dropped, we are still 27% higher (from 18% two weeks
ago) than the long-term trend line and remember, that markets exaggerate
in both ways, so a more significant drop is likely, if there is no change in
their hawkish stance (more rate hikes).

And what may be most
important is that the previous
times the FED made a pivot from
a hawkish stance to a dovish
one, the markets in most cases,
tanked! Corrections of about 27
to +58% followed…
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Commodities

Commodities are picking up again, due mainly to a weakening USD (due to
the expected more dovish, less hawkish FED policy going forward.)

As we wrote a few weeks ago, the MACD was showing a potential
turn-around and I think we are seeing this unfolding now…

In addition, China may finally come back to the (economic) scene, which
would mean another spike in demand for commodities in general.
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If I look at the di�erent commodity sectors, the most attractive to me still
are:

● Energy (Oil, Gas, Coal and Uranium)
● The Grains (Corn, Wheat)
● Sugar and Co�ee
● Shipping (Product tankers)
● Precious Metals

Note though!

During an overall market correction, precious metals tend to go lower
initially too! Capital flights into USD at first (spike in USD compared to other
currencies). We would take that event as an extra and maybe a last
accumulation opportunity in value stocks and commodities (hard assets),
since as of that moment I think the markets will realise that growth is
finished, and value should be sought. This then would lead to a bull market
in commodities.

Summary

We still think it is wise to take some profits o� the table during this upturn
and build some cash to buy back lower or buy into new opportunities in the
commodity area. This current bounce looks like a perfect bear market rally
(a bull-trap), before a potential pan-sell-o� which I expect in Q1 2023. The
sell-o� may be due to the real economic picture becoming clearer (we are in
a recession and may enter soon in a full-blown depression). I would not be
surprised to see that sell-o� happening while a new scamdemic  is released
upon the world (or any other real or false flag like: China-Taiwan, A nuclear
disaster in Ukraine and or a new Virus release (Ukraine Labs) or a military
conflict between Iran and Israel. This would deter the masses from the real
causes of the designed depression (Great Reset)… We’ll see…
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So, where are the markets now?

My best guess is still depicted in the following picture.
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4. Stock Portfolio Update by Kurt Corthout

This section is for paid subscribers only

Paid Subscription Service. Subscribe here.
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5. Technical Analysis by Kurt Corthout

USD

As long as the FED (the American Central Bank, who runs the USD world
reserve currency scheme for the moment), keeps their hawkish narrative
(and action) the technical picture for the USD remains bullish. And bearish,
especially for developing nations which must service their USD debt (with
raising interest rates).

Since the mainstream inflation numbers came out a bit lower than expected
and some FED spokespersons have stated less hawkish comments, the
market thinks the FED will be less hawkish, hence the jump in stocks and
the USD slump.

We think this is temporary (Bull trap in the stock market) and come Q1 the
latest, we will see the markets tank, and the USD temporarily spike one
more time.

USD to the EUR (USDEUR)
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USD to GBP (USDGBP)

USD to JPY (USDJPY)
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USD to RUB (USDRUB)

Silver

After the recent run, we would not be surprised to see a correction in silver
in the short term. We will soon put a hedge in place  through SILJ put
options.

We intend to buy those over the next two weeks. The FED meeting is on the
13th and 14th of December.  So, keep an eye on the VIP Stocks Room on
Element.
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Bitcoin

We said two weeks ago, we were ‘still bearish’. And ‘We expect more
weakness to come before we go significantly higher.’ That call turned out to
be right, while we were at 18639.8 USD when we wrote the above, we
dropped to below 16.000 USD and are now around the 17.000 USD mark.

With courtesy of Chris Macintosh from CapitalistExploits, find below a nice
visual explaining the FTX links and all its compromised players.
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We still expect more weakness because of the fall out of the FTX bankruptcy
filing. We see huge institutional outflows and are expecting this FTX debacle
as an excuse for regulators to regulate the isht out of cryptos.

● 28,000 USD area = Resistance
● 25,000 USD area = Resistance
● 24,100 USD area = Resistance
● 19,100 USD area = Resistance
● 13,000 USD area = Current Support

…and finally, the 13,000 USD area.

So, the bigger picture is still the same.
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We wrote before that ‘if we compare with the previous downturn, in duration
and extend, we could go as low as 12,467 USD by the end of October 2022 before
we see the tide turn. This would be a similar 81% drop from its high, over
352-354 days.’

These levels have not been reached before the end of October, but may still
unfold, maybe a month later, and after the Mid-terms… Remember, autumn
is upon us in the Northern hemisphere, and, the WHO, UN, CDC etcetera
have not magically left the scene.

On the contrary, they are working diligently behind the scenes.

Here is a great video about ‘The Plan”.
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Since we didn’t have that blow o� top like we did in 2017, and since we
didn’t see the alt-coins taking o� as much and for as long as we did in 2017,
the time frame of the descent and the deepness may well be less severe.

Time will tell, we go by the charts here, not what we wish.

Note also, that BTC keeps underperforming the Nasdaq for now.

Our strategy, therefore, is slightly adjusted.

➔ Start Dollar Cost averaging in BTC until the end of December 2022
which may or may not bring us to the worst-case scenario of 12.467
USD.
But, since we Dollar Cost Average in, we do not care about the absolute
bottom in time and price, which is unpredictable. DCA-ing helps us to
buy more units when the price is low, and less when the price is high,
automatically allowing us to, on average, buy most at the low end of
the price drop. The only thing we must be right about is the
following bull market, which we still expect to unfold before
year-end.
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Coal

Coal is on the rise, and unlikely to
stop its upward trend anytime
soon because of all the ESG
non-sustainable BS further
reducing the very much needed
supply for base load electricity.

Let’s compare BTC (continuous
futures contract) to Coal (China
Coal futures).

Yes, over the same period
(since April 2021 till
today), Coal has risen
185% compared to a drop
in Bitcoin of roughly 38%!

We think Bitcoin will
revive soon enough, but
not yet, and…..

Coal may have another 6 years of a bullish trend ahead.

Limiting risk and maximising potential profits guides us to allocate more to
coal than to BTC (remember we are out of cryptos and wait till the dust
settles, probably for BTC and alts, much lower than current levels).

Look at our stock portfolio update for our new stock pick in Coal. (Paid
service)
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Volatility Index (VIX)

We are soon going to hedge again with VIX calls (We have been buying QQQ
puts (or QID calls) with expiry dates around March 2023). (Updates in the
VIP stocks room).

Monero

In our latest monthly issue, we said ‘Resistance is still around 170 USD and we
are now at 143.18 USD. XMR, stays on our watchlist, with the intention to
buy lower.

Current support is
still at 120 USD and
95 USD.  The latter is
still possible during a
further BTC drop, so
again, dollar cost
averaging in for the
longer term remains
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to be the message here.

Nasdaq

We are back close to resistance levels. Seems we are close again to take out
some hedge positions against a further drop.

Support levels we can see at:

● 10.112 USD
● 9.817 USD and
● 8.049 USD
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6. Crypto Portfolio & Insights by James Allard

The crypto-drama shows no signs of letting down. What a month!

Let me give you a rundown of some of the highlights in the world of
cryptocurrency over the past month.

Another one bites the dust!
Last month, we had FTX crumble to the ground in a bloodbath of illiquidity
and scandal and this month we have BlockFi filing for bankruptcy. So far, a
lot less drama than the FTX debacle. No jumped up little Biden adoring tech
geeks hanging out in a house in the Bahamas have 9-way bi-sexual
cross-gender polysomethingorother orgies, just a simple bankruptcy filing.

BlockFi are trying to place a large part of the blame on their exposure to
FTX, but in reality they were struggling before FTX collapsed. And really,
isn’t the fact that they were so exposed to FTX in the first place a sure sign
of their level of incompetence?
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‘In a court filing, New Jersey-based BlockFi said it owed money to more
than 100,000 creditors. It listed crypto exchange FTX as its second-largest
creditor, with $275m owed on a loan extended earlier this year.

It also owes $30m to the US financial regulator, the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which earlier this year found the firm had failed to
properly register its products and misled the public about the risk levels in
its loan portfolio and lending activity.’ - Source

The same lessons keep on getting taught.
NOT YOUR KEYS, NOT YOUR CRYPTO!

Is Kraken Kraking?
Krakens CEO Jesse Powell went on a hiring spree back in June hiring 500
new employees. But….. Now, just months later he’s dismissing 1,100
employees.

This massive reduction in workforce is a last-ditch attempt to stay afloat
during the crypto-winter. Will it be enough?

Well, maybe. What I will say about Kraken is that they are one of the first to
really take ‘proof-of-reserves’ seriously.

Back in February 2022, Kraken launched their transparent proof of reserves
audits, which allows any user of the platform to verify their crypto balance
against audits.

So, at the very least Kraken are attempting to make their finances more
transparent. But none of this means much if you check your Kraken balance
against reserves and the audit says ‘sorry bud, your moneys gone!’. But to
some degree I think we can work on the assumption that those willing to be
more transparent have less underhand and risky activities going on behind
the scenes. Either that, or they just are better at giving an illusion of trust.

Whether they survive the winter or not, NOT YOUR KEYS, NOT YOUR
CRYPTO!
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They Think It's All Over!
We know the end of the bear market must almost be nigh because the ECB
just said that bitcoin is ‘on the road to irrelevance’.

Yes, that’s right. According to ECB o�cials, Ulrich Bindseil and Jurgen
Schaaf, the end is in sight for bitcoin.

‘ECB o�cials Ulrich Bindseil and Jürgen Schaaf wrote in a blog this
morning that Bitcoin was in an “artificially induced last gasp” which was
inevitable even before the implosion of crypto exchange FTX earlier this
month.’ - Source

They continued to state that it was “not suitable as an investment”, which
based on the history of bitcoin so far, is the worst investment advice EVER.
But what do I know?

Of course, nothing is certain. But nothing has changed as far as I am
concerned. The use-case for Bitcoin still exists. It wouldn’t be too hard to
argue the fact that Bitcoins underlying use-case has become more
important than ever with the growing imminence of Central Bank Digital
Currencies(CBDC).

Bitcoin has been in many speculative bubbles, this is hard to deny. But just
because something goes through a speculative bubble does not mean there
is no value to it. Bitcoin is a middle-finger to the banks, the state and the
very system they uphold.

But I guess Bindseil and Schaaf know this and their comments are little
more than a tit-for-tat middle-finger back at the opposition.

Another Crypto-Billionaire Dies (Suddenly?)

At the end of October MakerDAO co-founder Nikolai Mushegian drowned o�
the coast of Puerto Rico. Soon after Tiantian Kullander, the co-founder of
Amber Group died mysteriously in his sleep. They say things always come in
threes. ‘They’ seem to be right in this case. Last week Vyacheslav Taran, the
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co-founder of Forex Club, and president of the Libertex Group, died in a
tragic helicopter crash.

Taran was the only passenger onboard. Taran’s crypto company Libertex
made the statement:

"It is with great sadness that Libertex Group confirms the death of its
co-founder and Chairman of Board of Directors, Vyacheslav Taran, after a
helicopter crash," - Source

Are these deaths suspicious? Probably not. It may be just more examples of
‘died suddenly’ occurring.

Did Tarans pilot su�er a heart attack while flying?
Did Kullander su�er a cardiac arrest while he slept?
Did Mushegian experience cardiac issues while swimming, causing him to
drown?

All these scenarios are very rational explanations given the parabolic
growth in cardiac arrests over the past year.

You do have to wonder though how well these guys secured their crypto in
case of unforeseen death. Just how many bitcoins are now e�ectively burnt
from death or accidental loss?

As of 2022 research reveals that a total of 4 million bitcoin have now been
irreversibly lost. That’s just shy of 20% of the total supply or 66 billion
dollars at today's prices.

But that’s just the lost bitcoin we know about. How many other private keys
have been lost forever in the ether? At this rate, by 2030 almost half the
supply will be burnt!

Bitcoin has Bottomed….or has it?
Not long after news broke out surrounding the shenanigans over at FTX,
bitcoin ventured down to new cycle lows.
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On November 21st bitcoin hit $15500, its lowest point so far in this bear
market. A significant point to mention here is this is exactly where the CVDD
bottom signal currently sits.

Historically, the CVDD has marked the bottom of every bear market. So,
"crypto winter is over, long live crypto", yes…

Well, maybe not. After all, when we use terms like 'historically' in terms of
bitcoin price prediction, we are literally talking about just 12 years of data.

We've only really had three major cycles, four if you want to be generous
and include the earlier MtGox days.

So while I'd agree that all known signals indicate the bottom is in, and even
until now even the historic CVDD bitcoin bottom has acted as a strong
support, we would be wise to remember that, we know far less than we
don't know.🤔

The biggest unknown which few are considering right now is the fact that
we have never experienced a crypto winter during a recession. And what's
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more, this isn't just any old recession, this is the greatest recession in 100
years. Then there's the fact that we have so much geopolitical turmoil and
uncertainty right now. We are in uncharted territory and, as far as I'm
concerned, all bets are o�.

So, how do we play this?
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We play this carefully with a lot of patience. Any trades at this point should
be treated as short-term plays, with tight stops in place at all times.

Trading this market is not dissimilar to a casino right now. Particularly once
we move beyond a daily candle.

I personally am dollar cost averaging on smaller cap coins with very small
amounts of funds. While I'd expect these assets to drop further, I know the
potential upside on them is in many cases beyond 1000x. So yes, the chances
of going to zero are high, but if you limit these investments to as little as 2%
of your portfolio the overall risk is small.

With as little as $25 invested in 10 di�erent small caps, you can make a tidy
profit in the next bull market.

You only need to get it right on one!

Quick check in with my ‘just for fun’ long term price prediction……

Cryptocurrency Monitor

This part is for VIP subscribers only.
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Learn more
https://peopleempowermentproject.com/premium-subscription-services
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7. What Would a Wise Man Do? by James Allard

All the self-help content in the world won’t make a blind bit of di�erence
to your future prospects if you don't do this.

The path to success and prosperity is not something that can be learnt.
There are not actually ‘10 simple steps’ to reach your goals and be
successful. This is a myth, a trick, false hope.

The path to where you want to go is something only you can navigate, for
every destiny is unique and the path required to reach it is equally unique.

But there is a trick to this, and it is something that is rarely spoken of
exactly in this way.

The trick comes in the form of a question. A question you must ask yourself
before every action you take.

‘What would a wise man do?’

This is not the same as ‘The secret formula to becoming a billionaire’ or ‘10
steps to happiness’. No, this is not the same at all. This question uses your
moral compass and deep aspirations to figure out firstly, who you consider
to be a ‘wise man’ and secondly, what you believe they would do in such a
situation.

You should ask this question to yourself in everything you do. Whether it is
your relationships, your finances or your business - always ask the
question: What would a wise man do?

In reality, you know what needs to be done in order to achieve the best
results. The problem is ‘you’ get in the way of rational decision making.
Whether it be your current emotional state or our addictions and vices. In
order to do the right thing we must stop and ask the question from the
position of a third-party, a wise third-party. Essentially the wise man is
you, however unless we stop for a second and ask the question, we fail to use
this wisdom.
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“I need more money!”

A common thought for many. But how do most deal with this request?

Most simply continue as they are, maybe put in a little overtime at work if
it’s available, but that’s about it. The burning need is there, but a sense of
helplessness kicks in, which often leads to alcohol abuse and depression.

Yet these people know where money comes from. They understand that if
they provide something of value to someone else they can receive money in
return - this is a basic economic understanding.

So if it is known what must be done, why do people fail to take action?

Because they don’t stop and ask the question ‘What would a wise man do?’.
If they did, they would be reminded of what exactly needs to be done.

A wise man would:

1. Acknowledge that they need to o�er more value
2. List all the skills they have and consider how each one can be

used to provide value to someone else.
3. Decide your value proposition
4. Begin taking action to make your value proposition known

Also, don’t forget to trim back any outgoings you may have.

All common sense, all obvious. In fact, you already knew, didn’t you?

For each step of the way, the same question always needs to be asked, ‘What
would a wise man do?’.
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Money Vs Reward
Is money a reward? Well, it might be but, and this is a BIG ‘but’, only if it
directly correlates to the value you’ve provided.

By definition ‘reward’ means:

‘a thing given in recognition of service, e�ort, or achievement.’

If the money isn’t related in any way to the quality of service and e�ort
provided, then the money is not a reward at all. If you promise the best and
deliver something far removed from ‘best’, then the money given to you is
not a reward. I’d even argue it is a burden.

Money is not the root of all evil, but money can sour the roots of one's soul
if it is earned from dishonesty and foul play.

It is best to entirely disregard money as the reward at all, for it can distract
you from what’s most important and lead to a loss of focus and motivation.

The real reward from any action taken should be the enjoyment and
pleasure of providing value to another. It should come from knowing of your
own ability to ‘do what needs to be done’ and doing it as best as you possibly
can.

The reward is in the chase, the acquisition, the sale. The reward is coming to
an understanding that even if you lose everything; you are wise enough to
know what needs to be done to get it all back.

This ability to provide value to others is the most secure form of wealth
anyone can hold. No opportunist, bank or government can steal it from you.
It cannot be lost (with the exception of mental or physical injuries).
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Knowledge is Power, but Wisdom…..
As the old saying goes ‘Knowledge is Power!’ , but knowledge itself is quite a
broad term. After all, an extensive knowledge of breeds of cows in ancient
Rome isn’t going to give you much power.

Wisdom is the knowledge of execution.

‘the quality of having experience, knowledge, and good judgement;’

All the knowledge in the world isn’t going to mean a thing, if you don’t have
the knowledge on how to execute any value to the world using your
extensive knowledge.

Wisdom is knowing what is best to do in any situation that presents itself.
Sometimes this may be accepting that you need help from someone more
wise in the matter. We cannot know everything and sometimes it can be
very hard to delegate our decision making to another. But, a wise man
would do this.

So whether it is a relationship, a family matter, a business decision or
something as mundane as which shoes to buy, always take a moment to
ask the question “What would a wise man do?”
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8. Do These 4 Things Now! by James Allard

This is the second part of a two-part series. If you missed the first part,
please see October’s mid-month newsletter release.

Here is how we finished the first part:

A new era sounds pretty dramatic, but really, it’s not, not really. With the
passing of time, comes change, this is inevitable. Sometimes, when the
conditions are just right. When that pressure towards tipping point has
finally reached the outer limits of the vacuum it’s confined too, a great
change occurs. A change of such magnitude, that the mechanics of a society
collapse and begin to rebuild themselves anew. How it gets rebuilt is entirely
determined by the people within the society. We determine which parts of
the old machine can be used to build the new one, and which ones should be
thrown away.

When this happens, we call it more than just change, we call it a ‘new era’.
What di�erentiates change from an era is how far removed the society is,
from what it was.

So, the big question is, ‘how can we prepare?’

1. Get Some Perspective

It is very easy to fall into the trap of despair and depression because of one’s
own problems. But really, how big are your problems?

The truth is, humans are exceptionally good at finding problems. In fact, we
are so determined to find them that we can find problems tomorrow in
something we deemed perfect only last year!

Researchers took several hundred volunteers into a laboratory and gave
them a simple task. They had to look at a series of computer-generated
faces and then decide which ones seem “threatening.”.

The faces had been carefully designed by researchers to range from very
intimidating to very harmless.
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Over time, the researchers showed them less and less threatening faces
until only the very harmless faces were shown to the volunteers. But, the
number of ‘threatening’ faces identified by the volunteers did not change at
all.

It turns out as people are confronted with fewer problems; they expand
what they define as a problem.

The researchers did another experiment, this time they asked people to
make an even simpler decision: whether coloured dots on a screen were blue
or purple.

As the blue dots became rare, people started calling slightly purple dots
blue. They even did this when they were told the blue dots were going to
become rare, or o�ered them cash prizes to stay consistent over time. The
results would suggest that this behaviour isn’t entirely under conscious
control – otherwise, people would have been able to be consistent to earn a
cash prize.

One more study was done, this time testing people's ethical judgement.

This time researchers asked volunteers to read about di�erent scientific
studies, and decide which ones were ethical and which were unethical.

As was done in the ‘threatening’ faces study, over time less and less
unethical studies were presented to the volunteers but what didn’t change
was the number of reported unethical studies by the volunteers.
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As less unethical studies were presented, they simply widened the scope of
their judgement to ensure problems could keep being found.

You can read more about these studies here

Why am I telling you all this?

Because this phenomenon explains so much why people fall into this trap of
fear, despair and depression. As we overcome our problems, we simply
widen our scope and find some more. But think about it, if something didn’t
concern you last year, why should it concern you today?

It isn’t rational and I truly believe the reason we have so much anxiety and
depression in the Western world today is because genuine problems have
largely been eradicated. As society has solved each problem, society has
found another lesser problem to focus on – until we end up with problems
that are not problems at all. But because they are not problems, resolving
them is impossible and therefore this little fact becomes a real problem.
Depression sets in as we try to find solutions to non-existent problems.

A little perspective can help to overcome this. We need to consider the
problem we think we have and then compare it to the problems of people
living in a less fortunate situation. Yes, you're broke, but are you going to
die from lack of food and water? Yes, our government are tyrants, the media
lies and the schools want to indoctrinate your children to be a part of their
mechanical system as perpetual slaves – but, at least you know this. So
many out there are oblivious to these facts, but you know, and therefore you
are immune to the lies.

Perspective goes a long way to making the terrible, seem less terrible.
Broken your leg? Well, no worries, could have been worse, you could have
needed your leg amputated!

Rather than look at those better o�, try to look the other way and be
thankful for what you’ve got relative to those with less.
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2. Understand this - Freedom is a state of mind

In a time of great societal upheaval, it would be wise to understand what
freedom is, and more importantly, how to find it.

While many consider ‘freedom’ as a term used to measure the level of
oppression and restriction placed upon ourselves or another, I would argue
this is not the true meaning of freedom.

The word itself is defined in the English language as:

‘The power or right to act, speak, or think as one wants.’

Which is in line with what I am about to say. Freedom is a state of mind. Any
restrictions we feel may have been placed upon us are illusionary. They are
the desires of another.

Our freedom is defined by the level of fear and compliance we chose to
maintain. For the most part, most of the restrictions we feel imposed on our
life are not even defined by law, they are defined by societal expectations.

‘Keeping up appearances’ can be a very hard habit to break. So many
struggle with their lives in a permanent state of stress and relative
discontentment because the fear of ‘what others will think’ holds them
prisoner.

Many pack their dreams and desires up carefully in a little place in their
mind, occasionally revisiting them in times of need. But as life goes on, and
time passes by, these dreams become fantastical impossibilities of a life
never to be.

All of this is because of one’s own doing, not because of your government,
not because anyone physically restrained you and locked you up in a cell; but
because your mind kept you prisoner using fear, and you obeyed.

So, now more than ever we must understand just how much of our freedom
is actually being taken away by our own doing. Once you realise this hard yet
simple truth the chains fall away.
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3. Time to Trim the Excess

Recession, recession! Everyone is talking about it, though few quite seem
capable of doing anything about it. But the recession isn’t really what people
should be talking about. The hardships to come have little to do with a
recession. It isn’t the recession threatening to price 99% of the population
out of private travel through green carbon taxes on fuel consumption. It
isn’t the recession pricing the working to middle-class out of buying a
property to live in. It isn’t the recession that is replacing millions of factory
workers every year with robots and automated systems. The recession is
just another symptom of the much larger agenda at play.

No matter how much or little you have right now, you can probably trim
back a little more on how you live. I don’t mean giving up the basic
necessities of life or even downsizing your housing – exactly what you need
to trim back on will depend on your situation. For many though, a radical
readjustment to how they live could be a very wise move at this point.

There are ways to increase your income which we’ll get in the next section.
But a more reliable and simpler way to increase your expendable income is
to reduce your lifestyle.

Two of you are living in a 4-bedroom house…. Necessary? Personally, I’d
rather rent it out and rent a 2 bedroom place.

Or, if you are like me and want to take trimming back to a whole new level –
move into a camper van! In one simple move, we wiped out rent, council tax
and reduced energy bills by around 95%.

And before you screech at me ‘well it’s ok for you, but I’ve got kids!’, may I
just add, I have two kids, two teenagers, myself and my wife, two dogs and a
cat all living in said same camper van. So, please give me a break on the
excuses.

The question I often get is, ‘But why should I have to cut back on my
lifestyle?’. The truth is, because you can’t a�ord it. How fair or unfair that
may be is totally irrelevant. It is far less upsetting to clean up your lifestyle
yourself then have it torn down in the future by someone else without
warning. Take control of your own life and be realistic in the lifestyle you
lead. But of course, there is another way……
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4.   Diversify Your Income

The old saying ‘Never put all your eggs in one basket’ is wise advice to just
about everything in life and not more so than with our source of income.

We are entering a time of significant change. With this significant change
comes a change in societal needs and where value will be found. This means,
your income today could be gone tomorrow. In order to stay valuable to
others, we must remain relevant in the world of today, not the world of
yesterday.

So, you have a day job, but what if tomorrow you lose your job?

More and more jobs are becoming obsolete as technology, e�ciency and
societal needs move forward. It is far better to prepare for this before it
a�ects you. Don’t leave it until you're out of a job with only last month's pay
cheque to survive o�.

The best way to approach this is by establishing first ‘What am I already
good at’. Are you good with computers, mechanics or electrics? Maybe you
are great at sales pitches. We all have things we excel in, or could excel in if
we spent a little more time on it.

Once you’ve established this, research what the current trends are for
income in these areas. All you need is a smart phone or PC and you can scour
the job listings on sites like FIVER, Upwork and freelancer – what do a lot of
people want?

Now, in your free time (yes, you all have some) begin educating yourself
further in your established areas of interest and skill. The internet has a
wealth of information allowing you to learn just about anything you want.
The only thing holding you back to becoming employable in this new field of
work is you.

You don’t even need to be the best. In fact, how good you are has little to do
with whether you’ll find work or not. If you can pitch yourself well, you’ll
get work – fact.

But it doesn’t have to be online work, though I recommend everyone tries to
find some form of income they can establish online. There are plenty of
other skills such as hairdressing, plumbing, mechanics, gardening,
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building, cleaning, mobile phone repairs, etc. All of these are perfectly
viable ways to earn income with good sustainability over time. All of these
are also fairly easy to secure your first client with as well.

Having this second, or maybe even third and fourth way in which you can
o�er value to others, places you in a far better position than most people. It
also gives you more confidence and security in your own day to day living.

Also, as a bonus – you’ll enjoy it, I promise!
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I.   About Us

Kurt Corthout

Kurt has a financial background as a former Private
Banker and Model Portfolio Manager for a major
international Bank in Europe.

His passion for the financial markets kept him
studying the financial markets to position himself and
the people he trains on the right side of the trade, no
matter which economic cycle we find ourselves in.

In addition, he has over 20 years of experience in
consulting and business improvement facilitation in manufacturing, oil
exploration, navigation, media, and IT. He is a business system improvement
expert.

As an entrepreneur he is focused on helping clients improve their delivery
performance to reach their goals by delivering tailored, predictable and reliable
solutions, currently mainly through his Mauritian company
www.flip-management.com after moving out of Belgium 4 years ago where he
successfully ran his company 1-2 Solve.

He holds a Master of Science (Techno MBA) at Hasselt University, former
‘Limburgs Universitair Centrum – LUC’ (Belgium) where he graduated with his
paper ‘Technical Analysis or Buy and Hold? A study on the Brussels Stock
Exchange’. After his first investments in Bitcoin in Q4 2017 he decided to study at
MIT Sloan Executive Education where he successfully completed the online
Program ‘MIT Sloan Blockchain Technologies: Business Innovation and
Application’.

Now Kurt’s passion is to help people get empowered in finance by training and
educating them in the new world of Blockchain technology, high value investing in
commodity stocks and precious metals. Therefore, he uses a proprietary system to
analyse the di�erent asset classes technically and di�erent sources of high quality
investment newsletters he has been investing in since decades.

Linkedin: @kurtcorthout · Email: kurt@peopleempowermentproject.com
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James Allard

James was programming and building PC’s by the age of 12, for
James computers were far easier to understand than people, the
logic was calming.  Once he recovered from the trials and
tribulations of being a teenager, he studied engineering and
C++/JAVA. For the next 10 years, James’ work was primarily in
the automation industry, repairing, servicing and developing
automated systems in the automotive and aerospace sectors.

By his mid 20’s, James had began to becomr increasingly aware
of the highly corrupt World around him. The further he looked for answers, the
more he realised much of what we were being led to believe about our history,
about war and about our health were built around the agendas of others, rather
than facts.

In 2012, James launched a website to begin sharing much of what he was
discovering about the World. It was initially a place to let of some steam, a place
where he could rant without personal judgement. For a time he teamed up with an
old school friend, who was on the same wavelength as himself and over the next
few years the website evolved into what it is today – oye.news.

This website is still active, and receives millions of visitors every month.

Around the same time as oye.news came to fruition, so did James’ discovery of
Bitcoin. It was Max Keiser who first brought this fascinating new technology to his
attention. Within an hour of hearing of Bitcoin, James had purchased his first
Bitcoin for around $20. Within a month James had acquired some processing power
to begin mining the asset and within a year this mining rig had grown to fill his
entire back room of the house where he was living.

For several years, James mined Bitcoin and also many of the new cryptocurrencies
that were popping up. Cryptocurrency was more than just a great investment, in
fact, this aspect was not what excited James about Bitcoin at all, it was what it
represented and its potential to disrupt the central banking cartel.

James now lives on the road with his wife and family, dedicating his time to
exposing corruption and, more importantly, helping humanity to survive & prosper
and bring light to what can sometimes feel like an ever darkening world.

● Facebook
● Twitter
● Linkedin
● james@peopleempowermentproject.com
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II.   Disclaimer

The People Empowerment Project and its contributors are not a registered
investment, legal or tax advisor or a broker/dealer. All investment and financial
advice expressed within our newsletters by the authors are from personal research
and experience and are intended for educational purposes only.

You should take independent financial advice from a professional in connection
with, or independently research and verify, any information that you find
contained within the newsletter published by the People Empowerment Project,
whether for the purpose of making investment decisions or otherwise.

The information contained in this newsletter is for general information purposes
only. The information is provided by peopleempowermentproject.com and while
we endeavour to keep the information up to date and correct; we make no
representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the
completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the
website or the information, products, services, or related graphics contained on the
website for any purpose.

Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own risk.

In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation,
indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever arising
from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in connection with, the use of this
website.

Through this newsletter and our website you are able to link to other websites
which are not under the control of peopleempowermentproject.com. We have no
control over the nature, content and availability of those sites. The inclusion of any
links does not necessarily imply a recommendation or endorse the views expressed
within them.

Every e�ort is made to keep our newsletters and website accurate, up to date and
running smoothly. However, peopleempowermentproject.com takes no
responsibility for, and will not be liable for, access to the website or newsletters
being temporarily unavailable due to technical issues beyond our control.
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